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Cindy Sherman, Reflecting on Aging at Sprüth
Magers

An installation view of "Cindy Sherman" at Sprüth Magers in London.
(Photo courtesy the artist and Sprüth Magers)

A medley of aging, dolled up female icons stare out from the walls of Spruth Magers. Some look
lost in reverie, their gaze directed into a middle distance. Others lock themselves into full eye
contact with me. All of them, fully aware of the camera’s invisible lens, are a lesson in the art of
total poise.
Who are these glamorous enigmas? Thirteen in total, they are part of a new body of large-scale
photographic work by Cindy Sherman, which were first shown in Berlin last year and are
currently marking their debut in London and the artist’s first UK show in seven years. Made in
2016, with the addition of a couple of more recent pieces, these portraits show Sherman posing
either individually or in small groups (in which her figure has been superimposed and
multiplied), channelling the archetype of the “grande dame” that graced movie screens in the
bygone Golden Age of 1920s Hollywood cinema. Made via dye sublimation, a process that uses
heat to transfer color directly onto a sheet of metal, means that every detail has microscopic
clarity: the rich fabrics in which these characters are dressed (tulle, velvet, pearls, sparkles all
make an appearance), but also the drawn-on arch of the eyebrows and the thick, cracked layers
of foundation that shine a spotlight on the wrinkled, ageing skin underneath.

Faced with these figures, I can’t help but think of Blanche DuBois from “A Streetcar Named
Desire,” desperately grasping onto her fading beauty and youth (“I don’t want realism. I want
magic!”). For there is a hint of the tragic in this display of artifice. There is the artifice of
Sherman’s own transformations, which she has been enacting for the last 35 years, armed with
an array of makeup, wigs, costumes and prosthetics to deliver a cast of characters borne from
the stereotypes and cliched images that pepper historical and contemporary representations of
women. Do the current incarnations mark the natural passing of time? In “Untitled #581,” 2016,
Sherman’s solitary figure stands tall, dressed in a pale, sequinned outfit, arms by her side, the
gaze of her darkly made-up eyes averted. Set against a digitally rendered sketch-like
background of skyscrapers, is this the same figure that first appeared in “Untitled Film Still #21,”
1978, an early black-and-white series in which Sherman similarly staged herself as actresses in
fictitious B-movies?
Then there is the double artifice of the actual poses and images. Inhabiting anonymous, faint
settings that suggest, alternatively, photography or movie studios, riverbanks or skyscapes,
these characters are ahistorical in the sense that they have never truly existed. A virginal
blonde, sheaths of white bridal tulle covering her head, stares up at a bunch of flowers, her
torso slowly fading away as if some apparition (“Untitled #592,” 2017/2018). A four-strong sister
act (“Untitled 584,” 2018), lined up in a row and decked out in tulle costumes of varying colors,
pose against the blue of an unnatural sea and sky. Although created before the Harvey
Weinstein scandal and the #MeToo movement dislodged whatever rose-tinted, wishful ideas we
might still (if ever) have harbored about Hollywood, the film industry, looking at these images
now, it’s difficult not to think about the fact that what they represent ultimately is smoke and
mirrors. Sherman delivers a vulnerability here that goes beyond the simple fact of biology doing
its thing and seems to suggest a certain loss of innocence that’s no longer possible to uphold.
“Cindy Sherman” is on view at Spruth Magers in London through September 1. More information: http://www.spruthmagers.com/
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